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Phew! It's hard to say. There's definitely a fair amount of culture shock, in both 
good and bad ways. We are staying right near the Egyptian Museum in 
Downtown, so it's a relatively touristy area, but even still we have to search for a 
menu that isn't Arabic-only. We've had to resort to the guidebook a couple of 
times to even locate a restaurant, as most places the locals seem to congregate 
are sheesha (flavored tobacco) bars and we can't tell if they serve food. So far 
my Arabic only compromises of hello, thank you, no, tea, bread and names of a 
few local dishes. If you're ever in an Arab restaurant just order shwarma and 
you'll be happy! It's basically like a gyro, but in a roll instead of pita. Needless to 
say walking into a room full of old Arabs smoking is still daunting at this point. 

I enjoy having to work at the small stuff because we really haven't had to since 
Japan. The parts of Southeast Asia we visited cater so heavily to tourists that you 
almost never feel culture shock (with the exception of Jakarta). Now we have to 
learn some Arabic just to get a snack! (there is a KFC, but I refuse to go in it!) 

However there is also a downside to Cairo. We were hoping to have escaped the 
incessant hawkers, touts, and scam artists that permeate SE Asia, but 
unfortunately they are here too. I really should have expected it, but I was just 
hoping that a culture famed for their friendliness towards tourists would not allow 
it. I'm sure you can guess this is not the case. On the bright side the scammers 
are pretty easy to spot once you know how they operate, and it's still better than 
Asia in that we can stop on the street to get our bearings without being 
surrounded by touts. I hope it just takes a couple days to get used to so the rest 
of our trip in Egypt can be thoroughly enjoyable. 

We've been chatting with fellow travelers in our hostel (which is great - on top of 
a roof so you can sit in the open courtyard and use the free wifi) and those who 
are at the end of their journey have let us know what to be prepared for at many 
of the major sites. We were thinking of going to the Giza Pyramids twice - once 
this week and again with our tour - but judging from some of their descriptions of 
how the scammers hassle independent travelers we may just leave this to do 
with our guide. I'm hopeful that all the historical sites will be so amazing that the 
presence of people trying to separate you from your money doesn't taint it. From 
what we've heard from our new friends, most of the monuments are sufficiently 
awe-inspiring and you can't help but enjoy it. 

Cairo is definitely an interesting city. Seeing as it's been a crossroads for 
thousands of years, it's fitting that it might defy description. Walking down the 
street we pass businessmen, young girls window shopping, and students 
hurrying to classes. You'd think you were in the US if it weren't for the fact that 
most women are wearing headscarves, covered from shoe to glove, and the five 
daily calls for prayer you can hear from the local mosque. Yesterday we walked 
by a mosque right after the call to prayer and it was fascinating to see half the 
people from the sidewalk streaming in, taking off their shoes, ready to pray, while 
the other half simply carried on without heading the call. Egypt is a very Islamic 



country and the religion forms the pillars of their culture and attitudes, but many 
are not strictly adherent. I would say about 25% of the women we pass are 
wearing jeans and no headscarf (no one EVER shows their legs except at the 
beach). Of course I think that changes the further you get out of Cairo. 

These impressions are based only on a day and a half spent in downtown Cairo. 
We haven't yet been to any other part of the city, so who knows how the rest of 
the country will shape my ideas about Egypt. But so far everyone is very nice, 
and I hope that the further we get away from Cairo, the more genuine hospitality 
we will see. 

We'll do some more exploring of the city in the coming days, and we may make a 
day trip to Alexandria. Nick woke up today feeling sick so we'll see how his 
condition progresses and then decide. The eight days of our tour are certainly 
jam-packed so I think I would be content to spend the next three days exploring 
in tiny bursts while he gets better. I certainly don't want him coughing while we're 
viewing the Sphinx from a camel! 

I'll write you more later this week with what I'm sure will be very interesting 
stories. Hopefully none will end with "and that's how I ended up buying three 
liters of perfume." 

Talk to you soon! 

Love, 

Kit 
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